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Twas the night before Christinas
And all through the house,
A creature was snooping
and he wasn't a mouse.
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About to despair,
He did suddenly see
A sight that revived him—
"It's Berghoff," cried he.
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Robie Macauley

Joseph and the Other People
I
His father burned the story book with the
green cat, the happy clown with the yellow-andwhite face, the good fairy and the magic tent. He
threw it into the fireplace with a noise that was
heard everywhere, and the white ashes flew out of
the log-basket and settled on the rug. The leaves
turned up and over. Somebody was reading the
book. That's what it seemed like. For the last
time too. Each leaf turned up and over and caught
the flame just as it fell on the other cover. Each
leaf went faster, every leaf would be curly, black
ash when it fell down at last.
Joseph went up and put his hands on the fire
screen and looked at the clown with the white-andyellow face. He was still there on the ash—but
his face was all grey now and his body was all
black, with a hole burned in his stomach.
Come away from the fire or you'll get burned;
come away, son. Come and kiss your daddy good
night.
The boy looked at the place where he had put
his book down just a little while ago. The foot
was there, all white and bandaged. He looked at
his father's face.
No, he said, oh, no.
Then he put his hand over his mouth and just
ooked for a minute. Then he ran upstairs, his
S
going spat, spat on the steps.
II
Keckall was the
strictest teacher in country
*** school and he made
everybody do just what he
wanted, "Stand up, Joseph,
be said. Now we're going
® find out what kind of a
Y )ou are. Joseph stood at
attention beside his seat. Mr.
all marched down the
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aisle to him while all the heads turned in perfect
timing with Mr. Keckall's progress. Joseph had
his lips drawn tight. All the American heroes,
Nathan Hale, Kit Carson, and Admiral Perry,
drew their lips tight in times of trial. Step back,
Joseph. Joseph stepped back down the aisle one
step and waited. Mr. Keckall put his hands on
his hips and stopped long enough for the silence
to impress everybody. All the boys were still,
twisted in their seats. Quickly Mr. Keckall mov
ed. He flung the top of Joseph's desk open with a
heavy swing. It made a great bang and one of
the hinges broke. There was quiet again—a min
ute. Now we'll see what kind of a boy Joseph is,
said Mr. Keckall solemnly. Everybody leaned
forward. Mr. Keckall picked up Joseph's geog
raphy book and threw it on the floor. Then he
threw down the mathematics papers, then the his
tory book, then the colored maps, then the pencilbox and the Latin notebook all in a scrambled
heap on the floor in front of Joseph. Joseph stood
very still looking straight at the desk.
Then Mr. Keckall came to the last of all. He
picked it up and waved it above his head. It was
a narrow, brown book with little gold letters on it
saying, Oscar Wilde — The Picture of Dorian
Grey. Look everybody, Mr. Keckall said, look at
this — Oscar Wilde, the wickedest man who ever
wrote a book. He swung the little book down
with a terrible smash into the papers, and his coat
fluttered up behind him, showing his suspenders.
Then he slapped Joseph with his open hand so
hard that Joseph staggered back and sat down in
the middle of the aisle.
Ill
Joseph was sitting with Nancy at the church
bazaar and he said how much he liked her and
she said she guessed she felt the same way and
actually put her hand down on the sofa where he
(Continued on page 14)
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David Posner

When the Dark Days Come
Shall we, drunk though we be, drink again
to America because she at last heard
how the insufferable sun beat over
and over her empty-pocket step-sons
how the winter rains lashed no kinder
how an unrelenting employer
bound their eternity in half a cent
how they trudged and dabbled
through the never-delicate hours
from their first breath the target
of an utterly blind Nemesis;
to America because at last she heard
better than Marie Antoinette,
heard and resolved it should not all have been
futile
heard and turned to the children of her
step-children;
commanded our institutes to acknowledge
again
the virtue of charity
commanded medicine to grow public limbs
commanded education to unflex its reticent
lips
persuaded the mayor to spend an inaugurat
ing hour
at boy clubs and determined settlements
persuaded the President to pray and prey
for jobs ready to greet a resurrected
generation
ready to inspire tomorrow's combatants
to hold
and never break
tomorrow's hand.
Shall we also patriot-lipped, toast our country's
problem-solvers
who in the auction made a bid for nature,
(to them no other prices could be given
reasonable):
"What" (said they) "of the unpremeditated
crashes ?
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What of slicing depressions,
of murders, of insanities,
what of wars ?
If trouble hangs blood on our children s
shirts
(as it has on ours)
If the knives cut patterns on their bellies,
(as they have ours)
what benefit, O my country,
in the cloth-givers and the stomach-feeders?
Must someone not place the simplicity
Of the Lord Almighty in their hearts?
There would be a simplicity
Invulnerable to distress, there
Would be the never-missing weapon
of which the use eternal lies in nature
who still can dangle the Strong Image
before dispassionate eyes.
Trees untouched by park-commissioners
mountains painted by Unhesitant Fingers
winds that smell of hay and smother
your onion breath with the scent of sun,
a few weeks of fresh water and anemones
a few weeks unbounded by a block
a few weeks with the sky;
this is the privilege of none, the right of all,
this is the proof of God,
the hope and power of what good years have been,
the cure of what distress is now,
the prayer of what good years may be.
Many a definitely private school,
apples of America's educated eye,
out of their uncertain faith
drew a few funds and a few friends,
Turned white faces toward the fields
asked our decorous accompaniment
(we—the never-studious, we the blessed ones)
suggested our interest as a social amenity
explained the possibility of our influence,
the nicety of the such-strange contacts;
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and wondered whether even we
Might pretend to be musicians going back to our
scales
Might pretend to be mathematicians having our
sums corrected
Might pretend to be untaught and thus
Be taught
the only facts worth learning.
Here therefore questioning and more curious
than I should like confessing,
Here therefore relearning at
summer-covered camps stand I
I, from the never-studious, blessed ones,
who deigned the donation of my time
to a worthier scene than you or you
or you ever have chalked for me upon the
blackboard,
ever have chalked for us who should observe
the chalkings, us, the never-studious, blessed ones.
Here therefore out of the not rich city dwellers
the dusty heads of hair
the mother lovers and father haters
the beauty thirsty, the love needy,
Out of the gutters where God gives
potential saints their tragic masks
came they of whom ten were for my responsibility,
mine, camp-counsellor, to show not merely
that there could be other things as well as
things
that there could be joy in loving what was
lovable;
mine to show there could be counsel in the moon,
words in the stars
solutions in the sun
life in the clean earth
enough
to make a man usurp a throne
to drive an army victory,
or cast on poverty the miracle
of its mysterious comfort
and its strange undoubting hope.
II
Now, permitted by cloudless days,
am taking my ten to find with me
1 ey never found before and I once lost;
meet Joey whose brown hands
sex spells God,
et Murphy, cataract-eyed believer in
D£CEMBER,
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Mercurochrome
purblind hypocondriac sick for want of
2tny medicine but medicine
(and a father whose opinions dribble out of
whisky bottles)
meet black Enoch, boxer in general of mankind,
meet very curly Nelson, pocket edition,
(once he owned a brother who banged
mother firmly with the tenth-avenue chair
She quickly fainted in;
banged and left her, slamming
slamming the door to her swoon
and to the scarcely womb-extracted baby) ;
meet Eddie, devotee of Fearlessness,
Eddie, sure that one once proved of being
unafraid,
be it grandma's window-sill or sister's knifeinviting leg,
never must fail his audience
by a desistence or plebian cautiousness.
Meet Danny looking sideways after his smile,
perfectly handsome for no good reason,
unaware that Titian painted him;
squeezing a red pebble, a black ant, and 2 or 3
dandelions,
squeezing for the affection of it,
for the love ungiven him
for the joy of being faithful
to whatever could not burn his fingers.
III
In some half stupid reverie just now
I passed by Brighton on my miraged steps
Down the smashed red pails to where the sand
Shook paper and burnt maple leaves into the sea.
An antique gateway with a dust-tipped face
From out the famous lanes lay sprawling near
The corner cliff; and Cobbett's garden-book
Flapped and ripped across a shattered pile
Of Staffordshire and wedgewood; the damp wind
Smelt of gun-powder and rotten flesh.
And, like the mockery of the gone years
Which never never shall come back again,
A grey beldame accosted me out of
The grey mist, who said:
"Over the oranges sing heigh-ho m'lady
Over the oranges, have one, oh have,
Have at you singing, and merry be, O,
5

nightly and brightly
buy yes oh yes
one for a penny
yes and oh yes,
Try of my wares, 'Tis St. Valentine's Day". .
Since even the trailing juniper woven with
sparrows
and the glory of the broken sky
will not permit me to forget, to forget
the noise that I may wake to find
outside my window one grim afternoon,
I must start quickly the indomitable preparation
I—as well as my dear ten—
must give myself a nature-helped philosophy
to God.
Now I see
faces of compromised
and compromising millions
all reasoning:
"Tomorrow I will love God
like the most primitive sunbird beating
its wings toward heaven
like the pure catch of water fresh in the
dawn
like a proud maiden, immobile,
streaming in her winded tresses above
the lone peak
and like a thousand shores blazing from
a million sea stars,
like these and more than this I will love God
tomorrow."
"Tomorrow I will love God.
He will make warm days beseech
outspread upon green hills
and loose clouds follow forth
proceeding easily over long nights.
I shall catch air in my eager flesh
and touch clean earth
and forever attend shaking foliage,
tomorrow."
Yes, I as well love
compromise
love the sweet things I will accomplish
when tomorrow comes.
But also I have fear, I have the warning,
the vision of caves and lime crosses.
IV
"Someone called?" I, throwing away
6

the philosophic morning for a second,
turned, inquiring to the voice.
"Hey, O hey, O hey, a hawk
flew earthwards aiming
a rabbit, I think or I think
it was wren-hunting for the wren
we hid upon leaves and green stuff yesterday,
"Maybe the wren," I
smiled, "or you maybe!"
"Me, teacher? But I been good,
all I want is a dollar and heaven sometimes".
"Heaven?" I repeated; "so, since you
want
heaven, since the hawk has made you think of
heaven,
he means good for you, good, good
which he cannot swoop no matter what he
swoops,
good, though his hard wings bear on swiftly
during a brief summer.
V
They can shriek it out on the housetops
if they want the noise
They can lipstick it over
if they like the paint
They can play it competition
if they enjoy the cards or the music
They can read it off
if they like the dreaming or the believing
They can lounge it away
if they love the women or the hammocks
They can puff it up
if they relish cigarettes or Worcester sauce,
But by Jesus Christ
They can't escape it, it's
coming, coming, coming;
I mean no African Sherlock Holmes
no "Hallelujah Lawd"
No Sibylline books
have anything to do with it.
It's just coming, that's all,
just coming.
Last sleep I saw a woman whose cold hair
Blew, toussled with midnight, down her puffin#
shawl,
Against the wind and through the heavy air
Until it swept the ground—as when rains fall
(Continued on page 17)
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Bob Weaver

Tomorrow
Yesterday he had cursed the sun and the God
who made it. Today it felt the same. He grab
bed up a rock and threw it high into the air....
As if he were smothered in layers of flannel. But
it wasn't the same, because he could roll over into
the shade to look up at the trees. When you were
camped under the trees, you had to get wood and
tell the kids to take their feet out of the water
bucket and try to hide everything before the of
ficials of the last town got there. Now he could
look up into the tree and see if there was anything
to see there. The sun was as hot as yesterday, but
now it was the comforting kind of heat. Even the
sweat felt good.
He pulled his shirt out of his pants to feel the
grass against his belly. It was the same grass, he
supposed, but nobody could convince him that it
was the same. It ran cool along his skin from his
belly to his chest. If his luck kept up he couldn't
say belly much longer. Stomach, he smiled. No
gentleman says belly. It would take a long time
to be recognized as a gentleman, but the chance
was there. Just keep smiling at Mr. Velaquez,
showing those very white, even teeth. The food
hadn t ruined his teeth. Neither had the fights.
The fights were the worst, because there was noth
ing the band fought about that was worth the
trouble.
He had called it the 'death wagon.' Now he
beard it coming. It seemed a long way off, so he
ept looking up at the tree, thinking of how comortable the uneven ground was. The pressure of
the ground was the kind he wanted. Not like the
pressure of poor food, girls, and rewards, or the
reeling after they had passed through a town. It
was partly fear of seeing a uniform in the halfrght after they camped, but there was something
e se- Something he felt when he saw the neat
bttle houses and the yards and the clean girls in
dean d resses. Something that he felt in his stomDECEMBER, 1940

ach and on the top of his head, and the dull feel
ing later when he thought of the clean girls in the
clean dresses. Probably the men who went home
to them at night had jobs in the daytime that he
wouldn't like, but at night they made up for it—
they had homes. At night he turned over and
over in the wagon, trying to shake the straw out
of his clothes and feeling that somewhere there
had to be somebody who could tell him why he
was doing it.
Yesterday he had been honest for the first time
in quite a while. Not because he cared, really,
about honesty for the sake of honesty, but because
he had to fight the rest of the band. It was very
important to them to be able to sell a man a bad
horse as a good one. But yesterday it had been
more important to him to tell Mr. Velaquez that
he shouldn't buy the horse, that the horse would
probably die before Mr. Velaquez even got it to
the stables. He had told Mr. Velaquez, with the
others' eyes burning into him, that the horse had
been fed dried apples and water, that it had been
slicked down with the same grease that the leader
himself kept his hair down with, that its tail had
been broken and arched by gingering, that false
tips had been attached to its teeth, that its cough
was not due to the dust, it really had heaves, and
that the spirit of the horse was a sign of death,
not life, because the leader had poured linament
down its throat.
He had leaned against the wagon as he said it,
not caring at all whether Mr. Velaquez believed
him, getting his joy from the looks of the rest of
the band. When he had finished telling Mr. Vela
quez he had laughed for several minutes. Mr.
Velaquez had looked at him carefully. They had
talked about horses for a long time. Finally Mr.
Mr. Velaquez had offered him the job of taking
care of his stables. The offer had no real meaning
to him. He remembered that he had looked at
7

Mr. Velaquez with his mouth open. Finally he
had said something about how grateful he was,
how he would try to show Mr. Velaquez that he
had made no mistake, that he, Romano, had al
ways wanted something like this, that he had wait
ed all his life, that he would be there early, yes,
very early, sir, the day after tomorrow. Thank
you, sir, thank you more than I can tell you, sir.
He sat up and looked out over the knoll and
down the road. The caravan was moving too
slowly to raise much dust. He had never seen one
coming from any distance before, and he had an
idea that there should be a lot of dust. Even from
there he could see the right side of the big wagon
leaning toward the ditch, sagging on the right rear
wheel. He remembered exactly how it creaked.
Behind it he could see the sway-backed horse, but
no sign of the one they had tried to sell to Mr.
Velaquez yesterday. Probably it had died. He
hoped so. The smaller wagons trailed, and he
could see the band sprawled on the boards. He
knew how they would look, with the flies on them,
the children with their feet in the water bucket, the
mangy dogs dragging behind. The paint would
be cracked and dull and peeling, and even the
wagons would look discouraged and hot. He re
membered that he had never heard any of the hap
py songs that gypsies were supposed to sing. No
body in the band could play anything, and nobody
could sing. They would prop themselves against
the side of the wagons and just sit. He remem
bered that he had never heard any one of them
talk about anything except food or clothes or steal
ing or women. He thought of the way his head
had always itched. Always. He had broken his
nails digging into his scalp.
Now he stood up and leaned against the tree,
shading his eyes. It was still several hundred
yards away, but he thought he could smell the
sweat and hear the whines. Once he had seen a
rider of one of those sway-backed horses dig the
spurs into it until the blood strung along its sides.
He had dragged the man down and broken his
jaw. Now it was just a picture. Now he wouldn't
care what any of them did. But he had to watch
them go. Until the last wagon disappeared his
new good fortune would not be real to him. He
felt a strange excitement when it came nearer.
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It wasn't the kind of excitement you feel when
something you want is just within reach. Sort of
the excitement you feel when you escape some
thing terrible. He felt as if he could leap easily
and swing from the topmost branch of the tree
he stood under, as if he were the only man in
the world who knew the answer to a very impor
tant question, as if he were the only man who was
free. He wanted suddenly to run his hands over
his muscles, feel their hardness and the toughness
of his skin, to hold something high over his head
and smash it to the ground in joy.
Now the caravan was directly opposite him,
and he moved into the shadow of the tree. There
was no real need to do that. He suddenly stepped
out into the sunlight. Now to be a man, to say
and do what he wanted, to tell someone to wrap
it up. Never in his life had he told anyone to
wrap it up, I don't care what it costs. He pulled
out his packet of tobacco, but put it back. He felt
too good to smoke He stood in the sunlight
watching the caravan drag away, wanting to shout
at them that he was a man.
He turned toward the little town, walking
very fast, feeling that he had won something very
big. He sang to the trees as he walked, shouting
really, loud and harsh, as a man who has beaten
his worst enemy and see the world spread before
him to win. The sun was below the treetops, and
his shadow strode ahead of him like the giant he
felt himself to be. His blood pumped harder than
he had ever felt it before, and his head danced.
This is better than the wine, he thought, this is
better than I ever could believe.
He turned off the road toward the town and
cut across the fields, swinging his fist at the tall
grass, striding through the tougher weeds at the
bottom, laughing and humming. Ahead of him
he could see tbe lights of the town, yellow points
in the gray.
He walked fast into the town, keeping his
hand tight around the coins Mr. Velaquez had
given him. He would buy, yes buy, a pair of good
boots and a leather jacket and a hat with a little
red and white feather. He looked into the beer
parlor, but he walked on. Time for that later.
Now he would walk easily along the street, smil*
(Continued on page 19)
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The Comic Stripped
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La/a Palooza
Mr Reuben Lucius Goldberg, who contributes
to this issue, is the man who created Boob McNutt,
who remains, in the American comic pages, nearly
the last victim of the kick in the pants or the bop
on the head.
Mr. Goldberg started out as a mining engineer
at the University of California. Then he began
drawing sports cartoons for The San Francisco
Chronicle, and later, Boob McNutt for the New
York Evening Mail.
Mr Goldberg's Boob McNutt exists nowadays
in a world jam-packed full of Buck Rogers, Flash
Gordon, and Terry and the Pirates. In his own
confused way, he keeps on doggedly being hit over
the head by the big men in polka-dot pants, but
nevertheless, he is the last of his race. Science
and the natural law of the survival of the fittest
have given us the era of the rocket-ship and the
disintegrator ray.
Mr Goldberg is well-known for his scientific
inventions, but even these are not enough. The
appy days of Smokey Stover, Salesman Sam,
Moon Mullins, and Boob McNutt seem to be neary over. We are traveling in the machine ag
1,000,001 miles an hour.
For this issue, Mr. Goldberg has written us an
article defining his own kind of humor. It is a
V® tly nostalgic article, harking us all back to
ne days before interplanetary travel, when a kick
in the
pants was all you needed to cheer you up.
— Editors.
Weaver ^as as^ec^ me to toss off a few
Am«rican Humor" — just like that.
I^
U
n
CVen
aHempt Ibis almost impossible
n«« °
°^
S'gnment if Bob hadn't gone to Deerfield AcaS,ak°ut
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demy at one time with my two sons. He prob
ably knows a few secret facts about their past
lives which, if exposed, would put their old man
in a very embarrassing position. So I am writing
this essay to keep my boys' records fairly respect
able, at least until they can get a proper start in
the world. This whole thing has a slight aroma
of blackmail.
I have been feeding and clothing myself for
the last thirty years on my so-called humorous
creations but, up to date, have not been able to
put my finger on any concise or convincing defini
tion of humor. I was tempted to look in the dic
tionary before sitting down to the typewriter but
gave up the idea because I knew it would only
leave me more bewildered.
As far as I can figure out, humor is something
that makes people laugh—guffaw, chuckle, grin
or smile. Humor is something funny. Humor
—oh, humor is just humor. The more painful
it is the funnier it is. A sock on the nose, a kick
in the pants, a safe dropped on a man's head—
are always funny—until somebody is really hurt!
No matter how much the object of the joke is
made to suffer, you must be made to realize that
his injury is not permanent. Physical punishment
is one of the basic forms of humor, if, of course,
the other fellow takes the punishment. There
are several reasons why you laugh at a man in
distress. One is because you are pleased that it is
HE and not YOU. Another reason is because
you love to see sham and pomposity and egotism
deflated. If a man in a full-dress suit gets splash
ed with mud it is funnier than if a tramp gets
splashed with mud. The tramp is already de(Continued on page 16)
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Fritz Lohman

A Letter to Hika:
Art At Kenyon
If a few people here came out of their Renais
sance shells and looked around, they would ap
preciate, and be appreciated, more fully.
The art, under the leadership of some of our
honored scholars, which is most enjoyed around
here, except by a few of us, is that art which comes
from the Renaissance stagnant period. It reminds
me of a joke about "bump the penny, bump the
penny, hit the paper twice." Only this has a pear
on each side and a tree in the middle. A certain
esteemed picture painted by a member of the
class of 1940, which you all have seen, has a tree
smack dab in the middle. Maybe some of you
like to be slapped in the face by the main object
of a picture, but it makes my skin crawl. Some
people call that modern art, but if that isn't a
direct descendant from the Fountain-bleau idea of
balancing, don't read this.
Modern art broken from stodgy straight-laced
atrocities. Art has had its own "Rebirth". It
now has freedom of expression and form. Hilar
ious colors, frivolous arrangement, and morbid
depths of tone all lend to modern art the supre
macy of the ages. With this rebirth, art has lost
its tedious detail. People who say, "Where are
the veins in that leaf?" when they're looking at a
painting ought to be quartered. In the Renais
sance and academic art, detail was supreme. Who
the hell wants to go to a painting and look at it
at a distance of a few inches to see the navel on
the stomach of a footsized person? Anyone who
would put a footsized person in a painting, and
have absolute detail, has a perverted mind.
Effect is the thing to work for, not detail. The
modern artists have used large brushes to escape
from this monotonous work. Renoir, Cezanne,
and Van Gogh show very little detail, and their
slashing colors are delightful. I wish some people
in the art class would awaken to the new and
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superior era and stop putting in every hair on a
portrait or goat. If they would stop playing
Little Lord Fauntleroy to the public, their art
would improve.
Surprisingly, good stuff has come from the
art class this year. Evidently the urge for crea
tion is greater than its restriction. In several
cases this has been due to the previous training
in water color. This medium is superb for for
getting detail, and getting good color and action.
It absolutely forbids the use of detail method. In
oil some people detail the picture so much that
they can't see the picture for detail. And what re
sults? A photographic method. This is about the
worst thing you can say about a picture. I will
gladly lend my camera to some of our students to
use so we won't be cluttering up the art rooms
with junk of this technique.
Paint what you see, not what you think you
see. All of you have seen paintings of still life
with flies on the fruit. No one could possibly see
a fly at the distance the artist was standing when
painting. This is what you call bad use of tele
scopes. I am surprised not to find field glasses in
the lockers of at least half of the students. F°r
these students, looking from the tower window,
can distinguish a maple leaf from an oak; so it
seems from their paintings. One could almost
swear that in some of the paintings a little turpen
tine would reyeal a photograph.
In all of this detail discussion, the reader of
this article will think that modern art doesn't en
dorse detail. It certainly does. But it doesnt
like this microscopic tedia. One must be able
to distinguish objects. The academic painters,
with their hypocritical ideas, believe that every
time a modern artist gets ready to paint, an orgasm
is about to occur between the paint and canvas
In modern art, one must control his freedom. »
HIKA f°r

some people let their thoughts run wild—well,
we don't dare think of it.
Modern art is expressionism. When you look
at a good modern painting, you are looking into
the soul of the artist. He expresses himself in
color, form and composition. Maybe wild nature
is shown in his brush stroke; his courage shown
in his color; his delicate nature shown in his composition. Every artist shows what he feels in dif
ferent ways. All modern art tends to go toward
impressionism. The artist, now free from all re
strictions except his own judgment, gets some im
pression of what he sees and paints it. He doesn't
brood over it to see exactly what leaf is where.
Instead of painting a leaf, he paints leaves. Mod
ern art is made up of all the rules that have ac
companied art through the ages. But instead of
interpreting them so strictly, they have reinter
preted them into broader and wiser meanings.
Composition, color, and form are now more
than ever the things which govern art. Composi
tion is very complex in Renaissance art: in fact,
so complex, one can't look at a picture in the
whole, but must study it in part. It lost all its
meaning in this way. Today composition is beau
tifully simple. When looking at modern art one
feels the strength and motion of the composition
at a glance. Van Gogh has enchanting composi
tion with the exception of his "pool-table". That
picture is a good example of what not to do with
composition in modern art. You mustn't let your
self go wild. You must be able to control your
brush. Color today is at its peak. Wonderful
combinations are acheived. The colors are brilli
ant and vibrant. By breaking away from those
insipid color schemes of the traditional art, new
w°rlds have been opened. I wonder why tradi
tional artists used those terrible schemes. I sup
pose they didn't want to shock people by using
seductive or virile shades. And why they painted
exactly what colors they saw, no one will ever
understand. A painting is much more interestIng when the original color is made into j
a more
striking shade. When you see a brown leaf, it is
perfectly acceptable and good to put more red into
*t to make it more alive. Colors today are lively
fn *n exceUent taste. Many modern prefer the
right yellow and reds of the primaries which
DECEMBER, 1940

just weren't good in traditional art. Art is, as
you see, reverting to the simpler, more primitive,
style.
Form in modern art is a definite change from
tradition. A human body is a human body to the
Nth degree in traditional paintings; now an artist
can exaggerate certain parts of the body to get his
point across. If an artist looks at a person with
exceptionally long arms, he may paint them down
to the ground, if he so desires. Of course, you
have to be of the modern school if you want to do
this. A vase had to have perfect third dimension
and the angle of perspective had to agree with all
other things in the picture. Now, we are able to
see down into the vase as well as looking at it
from the side.
We may show the front view and profile of a
person at the same time. Picasso's "Girl With
Cock" is a wonderful example of this. This free
dom of form gives objects much greater character.
One side of a painting's perspective can be giving
us the impression of looking up and on the other
side we may imagine ourselves looking down.
This gives the impression of height and depth.
As you see, the moderns have freedom of expres
sion. In the traditional world, they would be cal
led insane and fanatic.
In the old academic school, art was so limited
that little expression could be put into painting.
I feel that that is exactly what is happening
in this school today. We can either show respect
for traditional art or disrespect. If we show re
spect we get our paintings on the cover of the
Ladies' Home Journal; and if we show disrespect
we gain in expression. A great deal of art in
this school is calendar art. We must try to get
away from this. I greatly appreciate my study of
academic art. It shows me what not to do.
Traditional art can be taught but modern art
is inspired. The students, by the look of some of
their stuff, took art for a snap course. Yes, they
have shown the set-up or landscape in exact ex
actness, but it also shows they haven't used one
grain of creative power. If some of them have
to rack their brains for a little bit of originality,
we wish they would do so. Better rack your brain
than wreck your picture.
(Continued on page 20)
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Collegiate Gothic
Sophomoric compensations for a shallow erudition
Discovered cosmic urges in an abstruse sophistry.
A whorish sonnet charmed him — perverted
Alighieri—
Til she became Diana (in a prosy paraphrase)
Efficiently conditioned to a grateful final cause.

Amoral Lines for Morons

Three
Poems

Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
London, 1940
Voice of the Fog:

"Come, let my vaporous cloak
enfold you;
My dabby drops engulf your
brain.
The world exudes a humid
stillness;
A sodden Peace has taken
reign."

Voice of the Quarry :
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"Sense perplexing, am
phibolic darkness,
(Mars' ally in a wasteful
scheme)
Your mock Truce is a
dumb complement
Of a cacophonous Siren's
scream!"

Grundy and Psyche groped unknown lanes
In the ruinous Kingdom of Fear;
And Grundy asked Psyche, How shall we go?"
On the darkest night of the year.
"We will ask one familiar with the dust of the way
In the ruinous Kingdom of Fear.
Monotonous myopia Love's source may defeat
On the darkest night of the year."
And they asked entrenched Titans of implicit re
pute
In the ruinous Kingdom of Fear,
But a detrital Despot had twisted their tongues
On the darkest night of the year.
And the footing grew friendly in its Stygian sloth
In the ruinous Kingdom of Fear,
And still they are wandering, Grundy Incorp.
On the darkest night of the year.

C. C. Small
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Bud Southard

Miss Gillis
Miss Gillis was scraping her dishes when she
saw him come into the lobby. She splashed the
scrapes of meatloaf and creamed corn into the
puddle of ice cream and hid the tray in the drawer.
He walked past her to the registration desk.
Miss Gillis bent beneath the counter and opened
the top button of her blouse. She heard Mr. Fer
ris tell him that "The girl at the switchboard hand
les the guests' mail." When she knew he was in
front of her desk she straightened up slowly, and
smiled.
"Any mail for George Logan, please?"
Miss Gillis shuffled the stack in which she put
all letters from a Miss, and handed him one, notic
ing the Chicago postmark. He tore it open, lean
ing with his back to her. She saw him glance
through it and begin again. He crumpled it and
turned around. Miss Gillis pulled out the wastebasket and smiled. Mr. Logan looked at it and
her, and put the letter in his pocket.
"Bad news?" Miss Gillis said.
"Yeah," he said absently, and walked toward
the elevator. Miss Gillis started to say "That's
too bad", and changed it to "Damn!" when the
doors closed. Across the lobby a small boy was
throwing a man's hat at the antlers on the wall.
Miss Gillis wanted to slap him.
She took a box of chocolates from the drawer.
She snorted and threw the
card ('Sweets to the sweet—
Louis Moshontz") on the
floor. She bit into a chocolate fiercely and it spurted on
ber collar. Miss Gillis wiped
ber collar and eyes and slam
med the drawer shut.
Mr. Ferris came over and
asked her where she kept the
stamps.
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"In the drawer," she said sullenly, and added
quickly, "Here, I'll get them," but Mr. Ferris al
ready had it open. The ice cream dish had spil
led over the contents of the drawer. Mr. Ferris
looked at her coldly.
"Thirty years old and you do that," he said.
Miss Gillis stared steadily at the antlers until
he walked back to his desk. She picked up an
old Look and selected another chocolate.
A switchboard light glowed and Miss Gillis
plugged in. "Good evening, Room Service," she
said.
"This is Mr. Logan in Room 210. Will you
have a boy bring up a bottle of scotch and some
soda right away, please?"
Miss Gillis smiled. "Why, I'm sorry, Mr.
Logan, but there's no bar in the hotel. There's a
very nice one just a few doors down the street,
though."
"Oh. . . . Well, thanks."
She built the scene in her mind. He would
come down and ask her how to get to the bar.
She would offer him a piece of candy. He would
ask her if she could get off a while and come have
a drink with him. Miss Gillis took the box of
candy out of the drawer and set it on the counter.
Mr. Logan came down in a few minutes and
walked over to the cigarette stand. He leaned against it, smoking, watching her. Miss Gillis look
ed away and saw Mr. Moshontz, the dress sales
man, waddling toward her. He rested his stomach
on the counter and lit a cigar. "Hello there," he
said.
"Hello," she said shortly, and smiled past him
at Mr. Logan.
"Hey, what's the matter? Did I do some
thing?"
"No," she said, "no. Please go away."
(Continued on page 32)
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JOSEPH
(Continued from page 3)
could take hold of it without being seen by too
many people.
Everything happened very nicely. An orangecolored-mist rose up and eddied around the room
among the people buying embroidered bedspreads,
among the people drinking lemonade at the lem
onade counter, and the ones that were setting up
the cake booth. Joseph felt powerful and he
thought he knew now that Nancy was his forever,
he said to himself, and forever. The string or
chestra in the far corner of the room began to
play. Joseph leaned closer to Nancy. People
passed and repassed in front of them on their way
to and from the booths. Nancy, Joseph said, in
a low voice, do you know this poem — that poem
by Christopher Marlowe?
Come live with me and be my love,
Joseph saw coming across the floor the white
waistcoat of the Honorable Courtwright Wade,
with a little crowd of people coming along behind
it. In an incredibly short time, Nancy's father
was standing in front of them, making threaten
ing, hooklike motions with his fingers and almost
shouting, "Get up, young man, get up." Almost
everybody in the room was staring that way. Even
the string orchestra was uncertain whether to go
on or not.
Joseph stood up. Nancy's father was about sixfeet-two, his military moustache was white and
his big, politician's throat was red and wrinkled
and folded. In one hand he held his cane like
a weapon.
Mr. Wade could never look at things, only
glare. He fixed his eyes on Joseph's face. Not a
creature was stirring.
It it true, he said in a hoarse, heavy voice, ad
dressing, as he always did, the whole room. Is it
true that that vile, salacious, pornographic piece
of gutter-trash, that naked woman hanging in the
so-called art exhibit over there — he pointed north
at the booth with the watercolors— is your handi
work? There was a mighty silence. People
stood still like poor Pompeiians overcome with
Congressman Wade's hot lava.
Joseph tried to bring a firm voice up to his
throat, but it wasn't firm, it was very dull and little
14
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in the void Congressman Wade's roar had drawn
after it.
Yes, said Joseph. I do have a figure sketch in
the exhibit over there, if that is what you mean,
Mr. Wade.
Congressman Wade brought his cane down
hard on the floor, so hard that it broke and shiv
ered in pieces. He waited a minute.
Then go! Go young man from this house of
God! Joseph felt frightened and did not move.
The man pointed with the stub of his cane to the
door. Joseph moved, started to walk. He couldn't
think of anything else. Nancy stood amazed be
side her father. Her hands were open, palms out,
against her white dress with the pink flowers.
There was just nothing to say.
Never speak to my daughter again, the voice
rumbled at his back. Mr. and Mrs. Porter stood
by the flower booth and looked as if they wanted
to say something to Joseph. They looked sorry.
Joseph passed them.
And never speak to a decent woman again
until you can purge yourself of all your vicious
thoughts! The voice rolled around the room.
Joseph walked on to the door and went out with
out looking back. He couldn't see. As the door
closed, he heard the orchestra going on, trying
to cover it all up, and he stumbled against the
stairpost, hurting his knee.
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The class was held in the company gymnasium.
Younger Executives in training for Special
work," the bulletin board said. This was the last
class; it was almost over. Mr. Alsop sat at his
desk in front of the rows of folding chairs where
the thirty-five younger executives sat, waiting for
Mr. Alsop to close the meeting. The ten-months
course was over. In the gallery above them, stood
eight or ten wives of the younger executives, come
to watch the event. Away up in the ceiling, six
clusters of bare, brilliant electric lights burned.
Mr. Alsop stood up and looked at Joseph in
the front row. He began, Well, gentlemen, it
gives me great pleasure after these ten months to
*t last announce the awarding of your certificates.
And with each certificate, of course, goes the as-

problem

(Continued on page 26)
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THE COMIC STRIPPED
(Continued from page 9)
flated. He may even be funny in himself simply
because he is childish and helplessly resigned to
his lot. But a full-dress suit is a symbol of eleg
ance and ostentation. It is a fake package that
contains human weaknesses. It pleases you to see
it spoiled. It makes you laugh. The higher you
go in the social scale the bigger the laugh you get
from the debunking process. So the biggest laugh
is when a king's crown is knocked off his head!
Humor comes from exaggeration. A big nose,
large feet, long whiskers, protruding ears—physi
cal distortions that do not carry any implication of
permanent disability. Laughter must be whole
some lest it become cruel. We can laugh at a man
with a flat head but we cannot laugh at a man with
one leg.
The humor of exaggeration is not limited to
humans. The exaggeration of an action or a
series of actions can be equally as funny. The
type of comedy for which I am best known is the
goofy sequence of gadgets in my goofy contrap
tions. When you see a very complicated invention
for accomplishing a simple thing like killing a
mosquito you feel that the inventor must be
somewhat of a fool to have gone to all that trouble
when he might have used a simple exterminator.
This idea is basically funny. But it is made still
more comical when, upon going through the action
of the machine you find that the various sequences
follow in logical order. The very logic of the in
ventor's creation for so illogical a purpose makes
him all the more ridiculous—and funny.
Laughter also comes from incongruity. If you
put several things together that custom has led
you to believe belong very far apart, you are
given a surprised laugh. If you saw a man in a
suit of armor walking down Main Street, if you
came home and found a horse in your bed, if you
saw a ship's anchor on a grand piano, you'd know
they were funny without looking for the reason
why.
Humor and pathos are separated only by a
hairline. You find yourself sometimes wonder
ing just where Charley Chaplin leaves off being
funny and starts being sad. I don't think anybody
is expert enough to know the exact point of dff*
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ference—unless it is where misfortune and futility
become too realistic. If something in a situation
makes you feel that the poor fellow is REALLY
in trouble you begin to feel sorry for him and he
becomes pathetic.
I would like to go into the humor of comic
strips but it is too large a subject. Most of the real
comic characters in strips are frustrated individuals
who have kindly hearts and win over their tor
mentors often enough to give the reader a feeling
of satisfaction.
I guess I have written quite a few words for
a guy who started out by saying he did not know
what humor was. But I still must acknowledge
my complete ignorance in that department. I can
analyse many of the elements in laughter. But
I do not know what laughter itself is any more
than I know the brain process called "memory".
How do I know I have to stop writing this and
rush off to the denist's to keep a four-o'clock ap
pointment? And I haven't got it written down,
either.
DARK DAYS
(Continued from page 6)
And press the stiff leaves on unyielding grass.
"Oh woman", I cried in my sleep, "why hurt
your soul by flirting with the night? Alas,
Oh gather up your hair out of the dirt,
Oh quickly turn away from the dark moon;
Leave shadow-staring, cease such vigilance:
The hour you dread will come, and will come
soon;
Nor Fate be moved by your sad diligence."
Such was the dream I dreamt in my last sleep,
And woke, and found myself inclined to weep.
.Weeping, always weeping,
Nations, I suppose, were built on weeping
that made men wise .
And nations were blasted hellwards, I suppose,
on weeping that made men not so wise,
weeping, always weeping,
the centuries have arisen out of weeping,
I suppose,
But, (if I can let myself dry my own
comfortable tears),
I could be happier with other
things than tears,
17

I could—even I—I suppose,
I could be happier with God.
O God, then, let me be spiritual
O Lord, let me be holy
let me be all that I am not
let me be prepared that
the dark days
and they shall indeed be dark
and they shall indeed be the Vain
Preacher's Damndest
and they shall indeed be the wild dreams
we never dared to dream
the thoughts we never dared to think
the words we never dared to utter
let me be prepared that
the dark days
come not upon me unclean and cruel
catch me not as I only am today
find me not of such a sort
That I can be shaken forever
in their thunder
That I can be buried forever
in their dust
That I can be dissolved forever
in their flames
That I can be destroyed forever
in their hungry and precise jaws,
That the Dark Days leave my soul to thee,
if but I be spiritual,
if I be but spiritual,
O God, let me be spiritual.
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TOMORROW
(Continued from page 8)

After Leaving College

ing at the clean girls in the clean dresses and nod
ding to the men. The wind was blowing bits of
paper along the street and it felt good on his face.
He walked through the main street toward the
little houses on the outskirts. The streets were
wider and cleaner, and the houses set back further
from the street. It was still a little too light for
them to be yellow and black. He liked to look at
them when they were yellow and black when he
had been with the caravan, but later in the night
the memory would make his stomach feel bad.
Sometimes he had thought he would go to one of
the girls in the other wagon. Now he knew why
he had not gone. He wanted to leap and cry out
in his joy.
He turned up a little path off the street,
through a big vacant lot. At the end of the path
there was a white house with a garden and a big
field behind. He could make out the shape of a
big horse moving around in the field. It made
him glad. He stood on the path and looked at
the house. There was a white fence around it,
closing the lot off from the vacant lot on the other
side. It was the way he always knew it would
look. No other way would be any good.
He walked closer and tried to see in the win
dows. There was no light on. He rocked on his
heels, trying to hear someone moving. Finally
he went up to a window and looked in. Nobody
at home. He walked around the house to the back
door and opened the screen. He knocked softly
twice, and stood waiting. He didn't know what
e W0uld say if anybody came. It would sound
crazy to say I just wanted to see your house, I just
had to see your house. He tried the door and it
swung in. He stepped into the kitchen carefully.
,. ?^ere was a
bard white stuff all over the
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., *bi £ - He could see a little room off to the
Sl e, and in it there was a bathtub and a toilet of
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thing. This is what I want, he said
°u . Just like this. He turned rapidly, trying
at once> thinking this is exactly the
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Way 111 have it when I
save up.
He Was running his hands over the sink when
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the door to the other room opened. He looked
up and felt the fear run up from his legs in a chill.
A woman stood in the doorway staring at him. It
was several seconds before he could speak. Ro
mano, he said without reason, Romano, Romano,
Romano. She screamed and he closed his eyes.
She ran into the other room. He heard her steps
bang on the wooden porch and her heels hit the
walk in front and another scream.
He stood staring at the door she had run
through, trying to tell himself what it was
all about. He heard noises in front and people
runmng up the walk. He turned and bolted through the back door, tearing the screen when
he hit it. He leaped the garden and the fence
and raced across the vacant lot. When he got into
the shadows he looked back and saw them standing in the yard. No one was chasing him. He
could hear the woman's voice above the rest, a
shrill voice. Of course I'd recognize him, of course
I would.
Through the trees he could see the red rim of
the sun and the queer color of the sky and the
dark clouds with a shell of moon between them.
He looked north toward the road he had watched
the caravan wind along that afternoon. He walk
ed slowly through the town to the road and looked
back once more at the lights. Then he picked up
a stone and flung it as hard as he could over the
trees into the main street of the town, and began
to walk very fast along the road of the caravan.

lest extent. But, in our day modern art is finally
being accepted. People today now realize modern
art is good and really good. They realize that
strength of color, and boldness of composition and
form are honest art. We have broken away from
that artistic dishonesty of the academic school that
painted to please others. We paint to please our
selves. We find that there is no insistence on nar
rative painting. Paintings do not have to tell a
story, and in most modern art, stories are not strived for. We strive for simple, beautiful, and ar
tistic achievements.
In your next judgment of an art object, test it
for these things. See if it has strength of com
position. See if it has good color sense in accord
ance with the subject and composition. Does its
form show action and character? Does it show
effects rather than details ? If you can answer all
these in the affirmative, you are likely to be look
ing at a modern masterpiece. Try to do this hon
estly.
Open up your mind, and open up artistically.

»
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A LETTER
('Continued from page 11)
Modern art started when a few old boys got
sick and tired of being told what to do by the old
school. They realized that what some people
called masterpieces were just messypieces. So they
began to put some individuality in their work.
At that time they were thought eccentric, but now
their genius has been realized. In the world today
we have freedom of the individual and this is
certainly shown in modern art.
Modern art, and this is not including the paint
ers of earlier than seventy years ago, has been ac
cepted slowly. This is true to form. Any revo
lutionary thing is slow to be recognised to its ful-
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Book Reviews
No Man Is An Island
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS, by Ernest
Hemingway. ScribneFs, $2.75.
There is a danger, when a sober, hardworking
critic sets about to review a novel as lyrical as
For Whom the Bell Tolls—as if a "psychological
critic" were set loose on William Cowper—that
he will perform in an excessively cerebral way,
tracking down every symbol, defining limitations
with undue scholarship, and commenting (with
no untoward emotion, however) on various apti
tudes the poet shows for imagery, his lyrical and
dramatic prowess, and so forth. A critic aiming
only at bibliodisia, on the other hand, will do only
a part of his job if his review is a mere bubbling
over, a summary of I think it's great. With these
extremes in mind, I will try to strike a middle
course, so that all possible readers of For Whom
the Bell Tolls will read both with critical intel
ligence, asking now and then What is the idea, but
also with a poetical naivete which reacts simply,
like an appreciator of jazz, with a Yeahman or an
I feel it.
The lady reviewers and their ilk have already
pointed out for us what our author's message is.
They cite the quotation from Donne opposite the
first page of the book:
No man is an /land, intire of it selfe; every man
is a peece of the Continent, a part of the tnaine; if
a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the
lesse, as well as if a Promontcrie were, as well as if
a Mamtor of thy friends or thine owne were; any
mans death diminishes me, because I am involved
in Mankinde; And therefore never send to know
for whom the bell tolls; It tolls for thee.
Hus they have summed up as meaning that "no
man s death does not affect the world everywhere."
The same reviewers tacitly agree—at least until
they read the book— that Hemingway has chang
ed abruptly from his old gutty self, which re
quired death to wave a red flannel; one even re
fers to his style in For Whom the Bell Tolls as belng
biblical." Undoubtedly this was the same
gentry which lusted to quote someone or other on
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Hemingway's prose of the Killers period as being
"lean and athletic."
But as a matter of fact, Hemingway was al
ways essentially a poet—one able to suggest and
create—even, as Malcolm Cowley showed, in To
Have and Have Not (in the only intelligent re
view of that book I have seen). Indeed, he was
due for a change—in preference for a theme but
not in approach—when he pictured there a group
of writers (from which he was just about ready
to sever himself in outlook) as Cowley says, "not
as human beings but as the mere embodiment of
lust and folly, as wolves or goats or monkeys dis
guised with little mustaches and portable type
writers."
Hemingway challenging himself, takes for a
hero in For Whom the Bell Tolls one Robert Jor
dan, a formerly most insular man, a writer with
one book published, a sometime Spanish instruc
tor in Missoula, Montana—who comes to Spain
and comes to life at about the same time.
Robert Jordan through most of the book is
leading preparations to blow up a bridge and pre
cipitate a Loyalist victory. During this time he
falls in love with a Spanish girl—Maria. He
meets her in a cave, her hair has been cropped, she
has been mistreated by the fascists, she is called
"rabbit," and she is precisely as ideal and as believeable as any girl a man loves. She loves the
Robert Jordan who is fighting for the cause of her
dead Republican father: it is a love exactly balanc
ed by the hate she has for the fascists, and yet her
emotion is not a political thing. She would nei
ther have loved nor hated the Robert Jordan who
visited Spain before the war as a student of Span
ish ways, whether he were of the Left of the Right.
She loves Robert Jordan partly because he lives in
the world rather than in himself. Also a certain
romantic coloring is not to be denied.
No more can Robert Jordan retire finally—as
he pretends he will some day—to a "wide bed
with clean sheets," than could Hemingway keep
on writing gutbucket prose repeating a tiresome
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futility. Robert Jordan blew up his bridge as a
last act—just previously not neglecting to build
for himself a little Utopia in a blanket roll—and
Hemingway bestirred himself to create something
genuine.
The book he wrote is long but hardly ever less
than lyrical. There are many passages which are
embarrassingly beautiful for mere prose. For
Whom the Bell Tolls is full of images, photos of
trivia that are somehow important:
By now [the planes are] well beyond the pass with
Castile all yellow and tawny beneath them now in
the morning, the yellow crossed by white roads
and spotted with the small villages and the shad
ows of the Heinkels moving over the land as the
shadows of sharks pass over a sandy floor of the
ocean.
Things are just about like that, and not only in
Spain either.
The dialog is Hemingway's best—the fact that
it is dialog is often forgotten in reading, and that
is high praise. Spanish idioms and the intimate
"thou" and "thee" are used throughout in con
versation. The effect is one of a fresh sort of
charm, like that of a Spanish picaresque novel,
more Spanish than the foreign image of "castles
in Spain." It would be interesting to compare a
Hemingway translation of Lorca with the existing
more or less literal translations.
Hemingway's method in developing his ideas,
presenting his characters and incidents — is as al
ways a framework only, a skillful suggestion here
and there making up fragments which are left to
be fleshed over and integrated by the reader.
Hemingway can make his readers do the thinking
— and this is an ability his imitators have not
recognized. He flatters his readers — they find
their own ideas repeated in the mind of Robert
Jordan, whose thoughts are no more extraordin
ary then those of the average reader. For ex
ample Hemingway permits these two such every
day observations — possibly more often felt than
expressed by most people — to be included in
Robert Jordan's thoughts. "I wonder what I would
have been if he [his father] had married a differ
ent woman," and "surrendering. . . to the luxury
of going into reality." We must not try to look
for any profound metaphysics in Hemingway.
The attempt he makes at transcribing Robert
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Jordan's stream of consciousness, like Mann's ex
periment with Goethe's thoughts, and unlike
Joyce's achievement with his subject Leopold
Bloom, seems to open the whole efficacy of the
stream of consciousness tool to doubts. First of
all, consider our uncertain knowledge of the
thought-process — the indications, which are part
ly conjectural, that a man's thoughts arise directly
and entirely from stimuli he receives from his five
senses, that if he were deprived of these senses
all his thought-activity would cease. Even in
Ulysses occasionally, this natural process seems to
have been reversed forcibly by the artist: to the
reader the thoughts come first, are not derivative
of the object perceived, as in ordinary life and in
the usual method of symbolical, literal presenta
tion of the world; but instead they are usually in
sulated from the object which supposedly engend
ered them. Secondly, these thoughts of Robert
Jordan are partial and discontiguous — no one
above the aboriginal state thinks that way. Joyce
in Ulysses, to a great extent avoided the tiresome
cataloging of Bloom's every thought, indeed made
it undesirable; instead Joyce endlessly suggested
until the reader's thought becatne Bloom's. Con
sidering the length of For Whom the Bell Tolls,
and Hemingway's evident indisposition toward
any work more intellectual than poetic, the stream
of Robert Jordan's consciousness could better have
been omitted.
With this last exception, Hemingway's sug
gestive power — when he describes something im
mediately sensible — is at a high level in this
book, and he is in this connection superior to the
Hemingway Bernard DeVoto criticized as giving
his characters "no more consciousness than a jag
uar." In this book nearly every reader will find
himself making appreciative mental additions to a
suggestive image evoked; even the least imagin
ative will add private, further meanings, as Stein
beck's childlike Lanny added to George's picture
of bindlestiff heaven, And don't forget — rab
bits too, George!" or like the Jewish miser im
proving upon the idiot Maria's vision of goldplate in Frank Norris's McTeague.
It is likely that Hemingway lost his power to
suggest in his attempt to put down the thoughts
HIKA for
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of Robert Jordan because creatively he is not yet
at home in Goethe's "countries of the mind." He
is a twenty-year exile from the mainland of a
world he left probably when he was a boy, think
ing perhaps that someone had seen him whimper
ing down a sand-rutted road in Michigan, vowing
after Italy and Spain, imprecating Oak Park and
all other works of the North. He is now "a peece
of the Continent" again, and welcome back.
GEORGE HEMPHILL.
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THE BEST PLAYS OF 1939-1940, Burns Mantle.
Dodd, Mead & Co. $3.00.
Each year Burns Mantle, New York Dra
ma critic, chooses the best plays of the preceeding
theatre season and binds them, together with
various information about plays and players, in
a big handbook of the theatre. Since it is the con
sensus that last year's season was a very good
one, especially so far as comedy is concerned, the
contents of Mr. Mantle's latest collection should
please a majority of the readers.
The roster of Mr. Mantle's choices includes
There Shall Be No Night, Key Largo, The World
We Make, The Time of Your Life, Margin for
Error, Life With Father, The Male Animal, Sky
lark, Morning's at Seven, and The Man Who
Came to Dinner. The last four of these are frank
ly comedies. The others purport to be "dramas"
but two of them, namely The Time of Your Life
and Margin for Error, are definitely leaning to
ward comedy.
It would be foolish for me to take up each
play separately and try to "review" it. Rather let
me say that Mr. Mantle's choices seem to me to be
well made. The comedies are certainly some of
the most successful to have appeared in recent
years, and the others have all made a definite
name for themselves in one way or another.
For those who have never read one of
the Mantle collections, it is worth while explain
ing the method that Mr. Mantle uses to cram ten
plays in one book. Mr. Mantle condenses each
play into a prose narrative form. Wherever he
thinks that the dialogue is especially worth while
the author has let his prose lapse into a regular
dialogue form. The result is an extended synopsis
HIKA for

of each play with the finest sections preserved in
their original form.
The plays themselves are only a part of Mr.
Mantle's book. The other features are of less
general interest, but they are, in some ways, the
most valuable portions of the book. There is a
comprehensive review of the Broadway season,
and also notes on the season elsewhere. In the
back of the book is a paradise for the self styled
student of the theatre . . . There he will find the
cast of every Broadway production of the year
with a thumbnail sketch of each plot. There are
other odd bits of information too for those of us
who bother to wade through it.
This book is a boon to the man who can't get
enough theatre through the usual channels. It is
also a boon for the man who is interested in the
theatre but more interested in something else. It
should be worth its weight in ticket stubs to either
of these men, and it is a good gift for that my
thical man who "has everything."
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Frank's Sauce.
LOOK WHO'S TALKING, by S. J. Perelman.
Random House, 1940. $2.00.
Mr. Perelman writes a piece now and then for
The New Yorker magazine, an enterprising new
publication whose home offices are located in New
York City, N. Y. This book is a group of, chief
ly, essays published by them.
The New Yorker considers Mr. Perelman's
writing funny. So does the man who writes the
dust jackets for Random House, his publishers.
On this particular dust jacket, there is an image
of Mr. Perelman, describing him as a "contem
porary zany," and telling what he does — "he
wields his snickersee." Besides that, "the carnage
among our sacred institutions is indescribable."
Now Mr. Perelman does not deserve this, he is
not quite so rotten as Random House would have
you think. In fact, there is, here and there in his
book, what Mr. Perelman might call a "laugh."
The rest of the reviewers have been no more
r'ght about this book than the man at Random
house. Many of them have called it "satire" and
the lesser of them rolled in the aisles of magazines
Time. The plain truth is that the book is
(Continued on page 28)
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JOSEPH
(Continued from page 15)
sistant-managership of one of our South Ameri
can sales branches. The younger executives all
knew this, but they looked pleased just the same.
Mr. Alsop went on to say how delighted he was
with the course papers they had written and that
he would have conferences next week with each
of them to arrange details of their transfers.
Then he picked up the certificates. All were
silent, even the younger executives' wives in the
gallery.
I am happy, said Mr. Alsop, to say that every
body here has fulfilled my highest expectations—
that is, except one. With this single exception, he
went on, we have all passed with flying colors.
Gentlemen, Lybacker and Morgenstern are proud
of you!
The women clapped a little bit and moved around restlessly in the gallery. Mr. Alsop shuf
fled some papers and began to read off the names.
Crowinshield, Clark, Henderson, Peters. These
younger executives all rose and went forward. Mr.
Alsop's face was red and cordial. His streaky
grey hair, brushed carefully, stood out in lines on
his crimson forehead. He handed each man a
crinkly piece of white paper and grasped each
man's hand, saying loudly, congratulations there
Henderson, or Peters.
Each one of them was called. Each one got
his paper and went out of the room. Finally no
one at all was left, except Joseph and Mr. AlsopThey could hear the noise of the other men as
they went away down the corridor, talking. Joseph
felt angry and puzzled. Some of the women still
left in the gallery were pointing at him. Except
for them and the red-faced man bent over at the
desk, he was all alone. The electric lights burned
in the ceiling, The women finally went away. In
the front row of the group of chairs in the empty
gymnasium Joseph sat all alone. The big gy111
clock said nine-thirty. It had a tick that sounded
loud and regular.
At last Mr. Alsop looked up. None for you>
Cranbrook, he said. Joseph started slowly to get
up. His face, he felt, was very white.
Wait a minute, said Mr. Alsop. Joseph sat
down. I suppose you're disappointed. Well, you"
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ve got good reason to be after ten months of hard
work, but it can't be helped. Your paper on Ar
gentine industry, I might say, was one of the best
in the class. Your Spanish test was excellent, but,
nevertheless, there are other things we had to take
into consideration. I don't mind telling you
frankly that it was your personal character we ob
jected to. Most of these other men, he went on,
waving at the empty room, are married and lead a
sensible life. Now we have heard some very bad
reports about you that made it necessary for us
to reject you.
He looked down at his lists. Joseph was star
ing at him, sitting very stiff and crushing his hat
in his hands.
In the first place, you don't belong to any
church. You seem to have been expelled or some
thing from The First Congregational. In the sec
ond place the crowd you go around with, well—
some of them are downright bums. Mr. Alsop
stopped and let his words hang in the air.
Downright bums, he said again. Painters and
musicians, all kinds of parlor pinks — some of
them even Communists, we've heard.
Oh no, said Joseph, but let me —
Well, young man, Mr. Alsop said very loudly,
we know all about you. It is hard luck after all
your work, but we insist every time that our
younger executives in South America be of the
highest personal character. Not that you're a
criminal or anything, my boy, but we just feel that
a man
your associations can't be trusted with
Jhe sort of work we want done. He smiled. Too
ad, Cranbrook, I encourage you to cultivate bet
ter acquaintanceships. He walked out of the room,
caving Joseph sitting there alone with the yellow
ghts high up in the ceiling and the moving tickmg hands of the big gymnasium clock that said
nine-forty-five.
V
Joseph sat up in the tree all dressed in spotted
green. On his head was a steel helmet. That was
a mottled green and brown, too. He looked al
most like part of the tree. Joseph was holding a
grm m his arms. He ran his fingers over the barje and said to himself that it was a very fine piece.
Was'
inventor, who lived in Chicago, Illi(Continued on page 31)
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BOOKS
(Continued from page 25)
neither satire nor very consistently funny. And the
reason for it is that Mr. Perelman is a chameleon
of a funnyman, and only very good at one kind of
thing. When Mr. Perelman is writing about his
own perplexities, he is second-rate Benchley.
When he is sarcastic about people, (Down with
the Restoration) he is a lot like and not so good
as Ring Lardner. When he is parodying Ameri
can advertising copy, he is himself, S. J. Perelman,
and he stinks.
But what Mr. Perelman can do really well is a
specialist's job. It takes a good deal of careful
handling and his results are usually pleasing. This
thing that Mr. Perelman does well is scrutinizing
(with quotations) publications written by people
not quite so bright as himself. In this book, there
is one about a policeman's weapon-catalog, and
one (the best essay in the book) about sexy-story
magazines. Now this is easy meat for a man like
Mr. Perelman, and he does his best with it:
"From then on, the typewriter keys infal
libly fuse into a lump of hot metal and it's
all over but the shouting of the culprit, and
"Look, men; One hundred Breezy Fotos!"
Another rather funny attempt in this book is
written around a circular sent to Mr. Perelman,
describing a colony of Hollywood writers that was
to be set up in the California mountains.
But in most of the other essays Mr. Perelman
is indescribably cute. He can roll his eyes, stand
on his head, or stick out his tongue at the Saturday
Evening Post. And likely as not, he will end up
all his tricks by a gag-line equal to the one of the
first essay, "And unless you're going to need me
for something this afternoon, I'm going to do the
same (rest), I'm bushed."
By the end of the book, you can almost predict
Mr. Perelman, which is a deadly thing to say about a humorist. But it's true; not because Mr.
Perelman hasn't tried or because he can't think of
a clever remark now and then, but because he's
generally coy and generally mindful of his betters,
Mr. Benchley for instance.
In closing his essay about the book, the author
of the dust jacket remarks, "Strictly from Hunger
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won him a radio contract. Lord knows where
Look Who's Talking will carry him." Lord knows.
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ROBIE MACAULEY.

IN THE MONEY, William Carlos Williams,
New Directions, $2.50.
A less honest man than Dr. Williams would
be embarrassed by writing about a man who does
n't care very much about making money and being
Respectable, and a wife who badgers him into it.
So many hacks have slopped around with this
theme that there doesn't seem to be much point in
saying it all over.

EXCELLENCE
IN

CLEANING & PRESSING

This will sound foolish if you haven't read
any of his stuff, but when Dr. Williams says some
thing it sounds new. He works hard to use clean
words — I mean he feels responsible for them.
Most writers are advertising men — they use the
word that'll catch attention or the word that they
can depend on to get a certain response. Dr.
Williams sets them up all over; they're the same
words but you don't feel he put them there just
because they came to him first.
So when he writes about Joe and Gurlie
Stecher and their kids, a family I guess you call
middle-class,' you see it fresh. The story's simple:
Gurlie pushes Joe into quitting his job with a
printing outfit to set up his own; his former em
ployers try to squeeze him out; Joe wins, but it's
hard to tell just what he wins. If there's a moral
in it, you'll have to get it yourself; I can't tell you,
and Dr. Williams won't.
I ve read three reviews of this book and they
all say, as does the jacket, "the children steal the
show." Well, they don't. The story is Joe and
Gurlie and Business. Dr. Williams, instead of
getting mad, just sets down the conversations of
the businessmen, and it's much better than kicking
and biting. It made me very happy.
Nobody can tell you what Dr. Williams is
like. All a reviewer can say is that he sees a lot
that other people don't, that he knows how to use
w°rds, that he's hard and honest, and that he's
°ne hell of a fine man. I don't ask for any more.
BUD SOUTHARD.
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THE GAP OF BRIGHTNESS, by F. R. Higgins.
Macmillan, $1.25.
Perhaps fortunately, I know nothing of Mr.
Higgins beyond that he is an Irishman, and the
author of this single book of verse. There used
to be critics who could effuse so delightfully over a
poet's fondness for absinthe or the like, that one
would forget to note that this didn't get the wood
cut. And there are survivors of this persuasion,
who (like Parker Tyler, in the lively tradition of
criticism), react violently to scholarly publications
like the Kenyon Review, saying "it looks very
much like a catalogue of Anglo-Saxon Literature."
Excepting the occasional "Grace before
Meals," an exotic "Chinese Winter," and the lusty
"Song for the Clatter-Bones," which is very much
like Joyce's prose, but not at all like his pastel
verse, Higgins' poems are Celtic and fantastic,
cognate to James Stephens and yet individual.
Especially in the Joycean "Song for the ClatterBones" there is a simple play with sound
She chaffed and laughed like one half daft
which happily lacks any evilly packed connotation,
any dark direction, and which therefore sounds a
bit immodest to most non-Celtic poets, particularly
those who have most recently and most enthusias
tically taken to reading the war news.
Not that Mr. Higgins is a dull old Gaelic Pan,
knowing without respect for the rest of the world
(as in "Muineen Water"): "a small lake that
sails the palest shadows,/Trailing their frail keels
along its waveless sand." On the contrary, it seems
to me he has made a concession to 1940 by giving
one of his more jingling verses — "The Gap of
Brightness" — the position of title-poem, by vir
tue of its demonstration that the poet is a special
kind of militarist:
These poets are captains; ale-boughs, their
banners —
Through them brave music flows
From those hedge schools ....
He need not write of blood real in the ordinary
sense. Even in peacetime his work derives from
something other than that collective flight of po
litical activity, which is so often a byproduct of
individual flight.
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As I have intimated, most of Mr. Higgins"
verse is Celtic in atmosphere. This is true pri
marily, of course, because of the Irish idiom in
which it is written. The freshness these rhythms,
and the presence of Irish place-names contributes,
however, is dwarfed by a quality even rarer than
that of the unpolluted Celticism — rare at least
to a reader sated with the forced and overloaded
tropes in most of the American and refugee verse
of today, especially that which is derivative of the
long-dried-up Fugitive well. This quality rare in
American poets, and present so abundantly in Mr.
Higgins' book, is an intelligent constructive at
titude, which, according as the intelligence factor
diminishes produces sentiment wellknown to
readers of the Ladies' Home Journal, and as it in
creases (sometimes, alas, but slightly) allows
Higgins' "Three-Cornered Field." Still, the verse
in books like "The Gap of Brightness" is capable
of applying a much needed corrective to most of
the dark productions by the futility-conscious poets
of this period.
GEORGE HEMPHILL.

GOLDEN GATE
The wished-for dreams of youth end eventually
with the wished-for memories of antiquity;
Trade winds, doldrums, favorable easterlies; in
dreams we sail them all:
Searching, never finding, always dreaming.
But suppose we do find fair weather and clear
sailing;
Leaving someday, somewhere to meet again.
Over the China Sea and back to the Golden Gate,
an infirm old man returns.
Returns to the tincup on Market Street.
The sea calls, takes, returns nothing,
Gives back the dreams of youth, futile and worth
less.
DAVID FEAGANS.
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JOSEPH
(Continued from page 27)
nois, had spent a long time making it just like that.
There was a little drum on top that held very
neatly a small case of bullets. The sight was just
as clever. It was like a little telescope and Joseph
kept it very clean. The fine wood stock fitted
Joseph's shoulder. The groove-hold was made for
his fingers. The gun was very light and hardly tir
ing at all to run. Joseph could operate one very
smoothly.
He swung his feet a little and looked at his
shoes. He almost laughed. They were all covered
with green too. And his socks just like them. He
was comfortable in a little leather seat he had
hooked onto the branches. There was an almostperfect tunnel through the foliage from where he
sat down to the road. Nobody could see him from
there unless he lay on his back. He could see
everything by just looking down. Joseph was very
warm and very comfortable and very happy.
He looked down the road and here came a
whole party of men. They were all dressed in
greenish-blue uniforms. Some of them were rid
ing on the two army trucks that drove along slow
ly. Some of them were walking along behind.
They were all singing and one man was even
standing up in the back of the first truck waving
his arms and leading everybody. Joseph sat back
in his seat. The trucks came along very slowly.
They came just underneath the branch where
Joseph sat and then the first truck slowed down
and stopped. Joseph picked up his gun and felt
how light it was. Then Joseph smiled at the leaves
of the tree and said out loud, I've really never
been mean to anybody before. Then he carefully

METROPOLITAN OPERA WEEK
April 14 through April 19
at
CLEVELAND PUBLIC AUDITORIUM
For information write to:

NORTHERN OHIO OPERA ASS'N.
721 Bulkley Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

DECEMBER, 1940

pointed the gun at some of the singing men in
the truck and pulled back on its solid firinghandle. It made a very sharp, a very loud noise.
•
•
•
•

FINE WATCH REPAIRING
STRAPS AND BRACELETS
WATCH RE-CASING
EVERSHARP "SKYLINE" PENS & REPEATING
PENCILS

ALLEN
JEWELER

ML Vernon, O.

7 E. Gambier St

XMAS GIFTS
FOR EVERYONE
AT LOW PRICES

Miller's Drug Store
MT. VERNON, OHIO

Formal Clothes For All Occasions
Correct For Vacation Dances
New Garments
Correct Styles

GUARDIAN DRESS
SUIT RENTAL
TUXEDO — $3.00
FULL DRESS — $4.00
SHIRT, COLLAR. TIE and JEWELERY $1.00 EXTRA
618 VINCENT AVE.
CLEVELAND. OHIO

(Kenyon College Shop, Agents)

BRUCE BOTHWELL
Our agent on the Hill

QUALITY CLEANERS
MT. VERNON
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BOOKS
That Significant Gift
Sent anywhere
To anyone
At any time

Kenyon College Bookshop

BARRE'S RECREATION HALL

BOWL
AND HAVE FUN

THE BIG LITTLE STORE
IN MT. VERNON, OHIO
STROMBERG CARLSON RADIOS
REFRIGERATORS
RCA RADIOS
APPLIANCES
WASHERS
STOVES
PAINT

Ed Auskings

"THE PAINT POT"
NEXT DOOR VINE THEATRE
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MISS GILLIS
(Continued from page 13)
"What? Go away? Go away? Ha!" He
crushed his cigar into a big yellow bonbon in the
center of the box and stalked into the diningroom.
She was ashamed that Mr. Logan had seen it.
The boy who had been throwing the hat was
watching the cigar smolder on the bonbon. He
shifted his look to her blouse.
Miss Gillis smiled feebly at Mr. Logan and
bent again to repair her face. The mirror showed
wedges of chocolate in her teeth. She knew she
couldn't pick them out with Mr. Logan watching,
so she frantically ran her tongue over her teeth.
When she finally looked up, Mr. Logan was go
ing through the front door.
She saw a lighted button on the switchboard
and plugged in, staring at Mir. Logan's back.
"Hotel Palatine," she said slowly.
"Hello. Hello. This is Miss Graham in
Chicago. I'd like to speak to Mr. George Logan,
please."
Why, just a minute," Miss Gillis said. She
started to get up, but stopped and put her hand
over her mouth. She looked around the lobby.
Mr. Ferris had left the registration desk.
I'm sorry, Miss Graham," she said gently,
"but Mr. and Mrs. Logan checked out this morn
ing.' She smiled and turned. Mr. Moshontz
was leaning on her desk with another box of candy
in his hand.

SAVE YOUR SALES TAX STAMPS!
Kenyon men: Please collect and save
all the sales tax stamps you can. They
will be sent to a nursery for under
privileged children in the slums of
Cleveland.

HELP CLOTHE THE POOR I
Hand all the stamps you ran
gather to any member of the
HIKA Staff.
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Hunting and Polo Bridles
of Every Description
Horse Clothing
Riding Clothes

Polo Supplies
Show Tack Rooms
to Order
Boots and Shoes

SHOWINGS IN GAMBIER WILL
BE ANNOUNCED

M. J. KNOUD
Manufacturer and Importer of

HUNTING, POLO AND SHOW

SADDLERY
52 NORTH THIRD STREET
COLUMBUS, OHIO
MAin 3726
EDWIN J. MORGAN — Manager

Expert Repairing on All Leather Goods

Riding Coats — Breeches — Vests
Imported Turtle Neck Sweaters In Six Colors

We cordially invite you to come in and browse
around our shop and discuss your stable
problems with us

Winter Shop

Camden, S. C.
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...give the
cigarette that satisfies
A carton of Chesterfields

with their MILDER BETTER TASTE
will give your friends more

C

pleasure than anything else
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you can buy for the money.
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The attractive Gift
Carton that says

Copyright 1940, LIGGETT & MYEAS TOBACCO CO
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